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Abstract 

 
Recently guitar players routinel

guitar chord archives to find songs
play. However, a wide range of 
chord archive which is collecting 
chord song sheets sometimes res
overlapping same songs and incr
songs with many versions. 
UltimateGuitar.com, which is th
chords and tabs archives, still co
kind of problems. In this pap
ChordBook that is a system to
collaboratively create/edit/share 
ChordBook applies crowdsour
including a distributed version cont
solve the problem of repeatedly 
versions of the same song. In the 
section of the paper, we show
ChordBook to present how the sy
problem by using crowdsourcing
distributed version control mechani
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1. Introduction 
 

As a common practice of today
use a guitar chord songbook, w
collection of song sheets in a book
Figure 1 shows a song sheet whic
lyrics and guitar chords to identify t
Since the popularization of the Inte
communities have exponentially in
made enormous resources of vo
information open to public [4]. In 
the major advances in technolo
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There is a wide range of te
in creating online chord archi
website is the Ultimate G
Currently, they have over 300
various kinds of music in
increased number of registe
sheets, however, overlapped (s
derivative versions are somet
archives as shown in Figure 2
facing with the difficulty in c
them. Moreover, if some parts
incorrect, guitarists cannot con
chord.  Since the current guita
provide the permission to edit
anonymous users, the online
confront with a severe shortag
lack of collaboration among gu

Creating online chord a
collaboration among guitari
challenges: how can they av
musical ideas when they try 
several guitarists (users)?, ho

 
Figure 1.  

An example of a song 
sheet with guitar chords
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Wonderful Time 
C    G     F  
Everybody, let's have a 
wonderful time 
C       G       F  
Take it slowly, while 
you're feelin' fine 
C           E7   
F  
One strange day shouldn't 
take you by surprise 
C              G        F  
But all right, hey hey, hey 
h
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better chord from a variety of deriva
representative chord in the online m
How can each guitarist preserve a 
own music style in the community? A

In this paper, we present Chord
guitar chord song book running on
primary advantages of an iPad base
Internet connectivity is the ability t
archives anytime and anywhe
addresses the above challenges in
chord archives, based on the two 
First, we use a crowdsourcing mod
archives by the online music comm
of collaboration. ChordBook
collaboratively compose a chord 
composer. Second, we apply the d
control concept to allow users to c
songs inside ChordBook, which 
system supports the interoperabilit
ideas.   

The remainder of this paper 
follows. Section 2 gives backgroun
crowdsourcing system and a di
control system. After establishing
foundation of our approach, we 
design principles behind ChordBo
We then illustrate an example u
Section 4. Section 5 discusses furt
the future and we conclude the pape
 
2. Background Knowledge a

 
There are three fundamental 

concepts behind the design 
Crowdsourcing, Distributed Vers
Guitar Chord Data Format. 
 
2.1 Crowdsourcing 

 
The idea of using crowds of peo

purposes has been discussed by Su
term of crowdsourcing has been em
[7] later in 2006.  

Crowdsourcing [6,7,8] is a ne
utilizing the power of “crowds” of p
large scale tasks that are costly or
with traditional methods. It can exte
failures and it only pays for produc
meet its expectations. In recent ye
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increasing. The open source softwar
Apache and Mozilla which have bee
software products through colla
volunteered developers over the wo
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A distributed version contro
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software revisions in software 
geographically distributed dev
given project together witho
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without any permission and c
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Distributed version contro
sharing changes to software art
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version control system in s
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 Everyone has a local san
changes and roll back on yo

 It works offline. You only
share changes. Otherwise, 
local machine, checking 
matter if the “server” is 
anywhere. 

 It is fast.  Every commit
locally. There is no shaky
ask for old revisions from a

 It handles changes well.
control system is built to 
change has a guide which m

 Branching and mergin
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features to automatically 
avoid duplicates. 

 Less management. The sy
to feel free to use it; there i
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Figure 3 illustrates a workflow 

version control system. Users have
repository to collect a latest versi
version. To interact with the seve
system has useful features including

 Clone downloads source code
repository to your local repositor

 Pull gets updates local reposit
version of the server repository. 

 Push uploads or commits a s
local repository to the server rep

 Merge resolves a conflict chang
branches into single version. 

We apply the concept and me
distributed version control to online
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chord name follows a known syste
properly interpret it. Non-standard n
though. Curly braces delimit dire
used to indicate meta-data and to m
song. Lyrics are any text that 
differentiated. 

 

 

Figure 4. Guitar chord dat
 
3. ChordBook Design Princi

 
In this section, we present 

ChordBook which is using th
techniques and the distributed 
concept to support collaborative c
chords among guitarists. 

{title:Wonderful Time} 
{subtitle:Words and Music (C) 2007 Ada
[C]Every[G]body, [F]let's have a wonderful
[C]Take it [G]slowly, [F]while you're feelin
[C]One strange [E7]day shouldn't [F]take y
[C]But all right, [G]hey hey, [F]hey hey  
{start_of_chorus} 
[C]Ahhh [Am]ahhh [G]ahhh  
[C]Ahhh [Am]ahhh [G]ahhh  
{end_of_chorus} 
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iPad application (client) w
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application on a mobile pl
decompose client architecture i
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 Automatic Scroll: ChordBook
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 User Evaluation: From a son
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can be sent or RSS-feeds and IRC
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 Statistics: A moderator of each 
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 Online and Offline access: On
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 We use Ruby on Rails as
develop a server side to store
song sheets. We use “acts_as_
to manage different versions 
sheets so that users can revert t
create new ones. We use “d
authentication solution. T
communicates with an iPa
GET/POST request from HT
JSON data format. 
 
3.2 ChordBook Workflow 
 
 Figure 6 illustrates a workf
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gure 6. Workflow of ChordBook Application
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repeatedly created. If a chord is com
the server will accept user’s requ
For an updated version, the server 
that the song version is the latest o
latest, the server will also accept 
not, this version will be conflict a
guided to have discussions among u
also have two ways to handle a sp
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and then will send a request to a m
if the system detects some frequ
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3.3 Advantages of Using Crowd
   
 Since crowdsourcing practices
characteristics, the advantages 
dependent on the type of crow
consideration. We can differentiate 
crowdsourcing in several aspects as 
 Low Cost: ChordBook uses th
techniques especially regarding t
sharing a guitar chord song sheet b
among users. This would result in co
creation at relatively low cost. 
 High Quality: Addressing a 
individuals through an open call is a
to problem solving, as illustrated 
tasks from Amazon Mechanical T
case, the quality of guitar chord so
the originality and enables us 
individual ideas around the world. 
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ong sheet refers to 
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ChordBook, thus they are enf
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4. Example Usage Scena
  
 In this section, we illustrate
scenario [Figure 7] apply our a
our collaborative function, wh
guitarist.  
 Step 1: Alice creates new s
using ChordBook application in
 Step 2: She edits the song b
follow by guitar chords.  
 Step 3: She could not finish
because she lack of skill. Then
called upload her song sheet to
first master version.  
 Step 4: Bob is a volunteer t
He starts by clone the song she
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 Step 5: He provides more d
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simply called upload to server t
the latest version. Figure 8 show
iPad application. 

Figure 7. Usage Scenario
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 By using these steps, Guitarist
collaborate on the song and avoid 
the song.  

Figure 8. ChordBook Interfa
 

5. Discussion 
 
 In this section, we discuss about
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of Distributed Version Control m
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Distributed Version Control conc
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to create a new submission.   
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the duplication of 
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Figure 9. ChordBook In

 
6. Conclusion 
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chord archives as shown in us
4. Moreover, ChordBook 
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In the future work, we are al
other kind of music instrument
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